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Giuliani Caught In Bizarre Building 7 Lie

By Paul Joseph Watson
Global Research, April 30, 2007
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Theme: Terrorism

Claims WTC 7  collapsed in  stages,  Kerry  Building  7  admission  explodes  on  You Tube
popularity charts

Rudy Giuliani has been caught in a bizarre lie about WTC 7, in which he claims the building
collapsed in stages over a sustained period of time, when in reality the structure fell in
under seven seconds. Giuliani also reveals that he expected the twin towers to collapse but
“not in the way they did.”

Giuliani was a speaker along with former Oklahoma City Mayor Ron Norick at an April 19th
event held at the Oklahoma City Museum and National Memorial in Ahoma City, Oklahoma.
The entire video can be viewed here courtesy of C-Span, but the pertinent clip is embedded
below.

Giuliani  is  asked if  he had expected the twin towers to  collapse on 9/11.  Here is  his
response.

“Yeah, but not in the way they did.”

“It occurred to us all that they might ultimately collapse over….the way buildings usually
collapse, which is in stages.”

“It  looked like  at  some point  the  top of  the  building would  come off,  and then maybe the
middle of the building and then maybe there’d be a shell left….the way number 7 came
down 4 or 5 o’clock in the afternoon – over a period of time – but the idea that it would
implode, the implosion that took place, I actually didn’t realize that until much later.”

Building 7 collapsed in just 6.5 seconds – videos of the structure before its collapse show the
building fully intact and suffering sporadic fires across a limited number of floors.

It has since also been proven to a reasonable degree that the smoke seen emanating from
the area of Building 7 was mostly coming from Buildings 5 and 6, which had taken the direct
brunt of the collapse of the twin towers and were completely ablaze.

WTC 7 imploded at near free fall speed and fell in its own footprint, barely even blocking the
adjacent road. Giuliani’s emergency command bunker was located in the building but he
and his crew evacuated just before the collapse of the twin towers. Building 7 had been
structurally  reinforced  to  compensate  for  numerous  floors  to  be  taken  out  without
compromising  the  integrity  of  the  building.
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For Giuliani to claim that Building 7 collapsed in stages is completely bizarre and totally
inaccurate. One has to wonder if he is intentionally attempting to mislead with such a wildly
false statement.

Is  Giuliani  attempting  to  re-write  history  in  an  attempt  to  deflect  clearly  documented
accusations  that  Building  7  was  brought  down  by  a  controlled  demolition?

In addition, his claims that the collapse of the twin towers, though not in the fashion they
eventually fell (controlled demolition), was expected, completely contradicts the words of
the very people who designed the World Trade Center, who are on the record on multiple
occasions  stating  that  the  towers  were  designed  to  absorb  airliner  impacts  without
collapsing.

No steel framed building had collapsed from fire damage in history until September 11 2001
when three fell within the space of seven hours, so for Giuliani to have both expected the
collapse and have received a warning immediately beforehand is highly suspicious.

In a related story, John Kerry’s comments that Building 7 was deliberately demolished during
an Austin Texas speaking event have gone viral since the You Tube video was posted and
featured in our story on Monday. Despite receiving massive traffic, Google does not list the
Prison  Planet.com  article  in  its  search  results  nearly  two  days  after  the  piece  was  first
posted.

Just one version of the video has already received over 42,000 views and rising and features
in  multiple  different  You  Tube  most  popular  categories.  The  clip  is  currently  the  5th  most
discussed video on You Tube today.

Calls to Kerry’s office for a further clarification on his comments were not returned.
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